PPE Product Update
Introducing the 3M 1870+ N95 Respirator

UCSF Health continues to work directly with manufacturers and suppliers to ensure access to personal protective equipment (PPE). Supply Chain Leadership have extended our contract with 3M who provides several models of N95 respirators such as the 3M 1860 and 3M 1860S which are already part of our cache of PPE. We are expanding our cache to now include the 3M 1870+ N95 respirator, which is expected to be the workhorse model across all health locations where respirators are required.

Why is a new model of N95 respirator being introduced?
- N95 respirator supplies have become more readily available for health care institutions to order
- To augment and diversify N95 models currently stocked on-hand

When should I be fit tested for a 3M 1870+ N95?
- If you are formerly fit to a Halyard Tecnol N95 ‘duckbill’ respirator
- If you are interested in being fit to an alternate model of N95, to better prepare yourself in case N95 models stock-out

How do I obtain a fit test?
- Reserve your individual fit testing appointment here: https://ehs.ucsf.edu/N95-Respirator-Fit-Testing or file an MCSS Help Desk service request ticket under RESPIRATOR FIT TESTING to coordinate a group fit test session.

Are the 3M 1870+ N95 models already stocked at my unit/department?
- Towards the end of June 2021, Material Services will begin to stock 3M 1870+ N95 respirators across all patient care units starting with the hospital and ambulatory locations
- 3M 1870+ N95 respirators can be ordered today from Material Services using PMM # 41237
- Please help ensure your manager includes this PPE model as part of your standard inventory, with established PAR levels
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